
Key metrics

A half-day Little Shove team workshop was held in a function

space at the Oval, away from the main office, to enable the 

team of seven to be uninterrupted, engaged and focussed for 

the duration of the workshop.
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EmpowerInspire Energise

“I absolutely
recommend Lesley
and Little Shove to
anyone looking to
inspire and empower
their team”.

KELLIE HOWARD, 
DIRECTOR OF SALES

Little Shove was engaged initially in early 2022 to deliver a

series of three workshops with the then Function and Events

Team. 

With a new manager coming on board and a fresh, new team,

Little Shove was once again engaged in 2023 to deliver a team

workshop.

Director of Sales for Adelaide Oval Stadium Management

Authority, Kellie Howard said, “I wanted to hold a workshop for my

team because I was looking for ways to inspire and motivate

them. I engaged Little Shove because I had heard great things

about Lesley’s ability to energise and empower teams.“

THE NEEDAt a glance
In June 2023, Adelaide Oval

Stadium Management Authority

engaged Little Shove mentoring &

moving for a second time to

deliver a team workshop for the

Functions and Events Sales team.



Key metrics

“The workshop exceeded my expectations in every way”, said

Kellie.  “What surprised me most was how engaging and

interactive it was. During the workshop, we had the opportunity

to learn a great deal about one another and ourselves, which 

was a valuable experience.”
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Contact Lesley to book a workshop for your team.

After all, sometimes we all need a little shove.

Kellie said, “The main takeaways for my team were a renewed

sense of motivation, improved communication, and a stronger

sense of unity.”

“Since the workshop, I've noticed a positive difference in the

team's dynamics and overall productivity and approach to their

work.”

THE OUTCOME

Kellie summarises with, “I'm more than happy to provide a

testimonial because (Little Shove’s) workshop truly made a

significant impact on my team's morale and performance.”

The workshops
Little Shove team workshops focus

on who we are, what we do, why we

do it and how, as individuals and as

a team, to reset, refresh and

reconnect with enhanced purpose,

motivation and direction.


